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ABSTRACT 

 

Facing a complex metadata environment, it is challenging to implement strategies for optimizing 

metadata workflows in digital repositories. Running scripted applications and batch processing cost 

libraries additional resources, while not reducing time implementing metadata. In order to improve the 

efficiency of metadata batch processing, the authors propose an open source browser extension that can 

easily be installed and executed for any digital repository. The authors also suggest that functional 

fixedness issues exist in the library profession and encourage librarians to discover solutions to address 

such issues and to improve library works. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Digital repositories collect, manage, and disseminate various types and formats of materials, 

including but not limited to administrative records, research papers of different disciplines, technical 

reports, images of art works, multimedia files. The diversity of deposited materials requires the digital 

repository staff to handle a large amount of metadata in a mixed environment of metadata schemas. 

System administrators and application developers have worked with librarians to develop programs that 

facilitate depositing digital items and creating metadata. However, every step in running these scripted 

programs on the system server requires collaboration between different departments and personnel with 

specific expertise. Also, the complexity of metadata schemas involve additional work involving program 

customization for specific digital collections. 

In a typical environment, libraries with limited resources and supports rely heavily on student 

workers to create metadata for the digital collections. Lack of both programming expertise and authorized 

access to the system and server restricts the possibility of batch-processing metadata in a digital 

repository software. In order to determine a productive metadata workflow in a digital repository the 

authors examine steps, methods, and platforms in the whole process of metadata creating, and 

successfully utilize a browser extension to optimize the workflow of metadata batch processing. 

This article proposes the solution of employing the browser extension Autofill at the front end of 

the digital repository to avoid the need for restricted access level to the server and advanced computer 

programming skills. When performing metadata batch editing, Autofill helps reduce time spent on editing 

metadata for each digital item by 60%, which results in saving time in homogenous digital project. 

Utilizing a common browser extension to optimize the workflow of metadata batch processing at the front 

end is like solving the famous Duncker’s Candle Problem (1945) to address the issues of Functional 

Fixedness in the library profession.  
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LITERATURE REVIEW 

Many academic and research institutions have developed digital repositories to preserve and 

disseminate a large amount of digital assets in various file formats. Digital repositories are facing the 

challenge of a mixed metadata environment (Chapman, Reynolds, & Shreeves, 2009). In the dynamic 

digital age, libraries need to keep pace with the cutting edge technologies to manage digital assets in the 

most efficient way, dealing with the concerns of effective and quality processing (Deng, 2010). In order 

to address these issues, institutions have developed scripts and tools to facilitate metadata implementation 

in local digital repository systems, and these tools can also be customized and used by other libraries 

(Deng, 2010). 

Google Summer of Code Project (2008) developed a Java-based add-on to facilitate the DSpace 

on batch import procedures, by transforming prepared data from Excel spreadsheet to DSpace batch 

import format. This application has been claimed to be successfully implemented in universities of many 

countries (Blooma, Kurian, & Lewis, 2008). However, according to Deng (2010), no articles discuss 

libraries’ experience in executing this program or processing metadata.  

In executing the DSpace add-on, Deng (2010) experienced many challenges in her DSpace 

project. She explained that the main challenge of this program is customization and data normalization. 

This is caused by the different data characteristics, metadata elements, and metadata schemas in different 

collections. Also, she mentioned that the program stopped several times in the batch process when the 

invalid data failed to be parsed and all error messages had to be dealt with to execute the program (Deng, 

2010). 

In addition to the Google project, scholars and developers also explored other methods to address 

the same issue with different digital repository systems. Strass (2008) described a way to import tab-

delimited metadata of volume, issue, and publication date through Excel spreadsheet in order to batch 

process metadata implementation for newspapers in CONTENTdm. In the practice of implementing the 
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metadata EAD, Miles (2009) shared his own experience and codes developing the self-created database 

McTaggart to generate an EAD tagged container list via Visual Basic for Applications. In 2009, Ma, 

Wang, Zhu, and Tang shared their experience in developing a browser-based tool that can import research 

data in Chinese from Excel to DSpace and another tool to do the reverse.  

Chapman, Reynolds, and Shreeves (2009) examined three major research libraries and their 

digital repositories, and found that they had student workers use a combination of simply copy-and-

pasting and basic data entry when implementing metadata to the digital collections. The common 

constraints at the library are the lack of resources to do extensive metadata remediation and the need to 

make depositing as easy as possible. Thus any use of automated or streamlined ways to create metadata, 

regardless of which software platforms are used, will be a significant improvement to digital collection 

development (Chapman, Reynolds, & Shreeves, 2009). 

 

PROBLEM STATEMENTS 

Few articles describe sharing experience in developing or implementing applications that 

optimize the metadata processing in digital repositories. The scripts and tools that have been developed to 

facilitate metadata batch processing in digital repositories all require advanced computer programing 

skills, system administrator access, and complex workflows among different departments. Moreover, the 

complexity of digital file formats, metadata schemas, collections in different disciplines, and multiple 

repository systems all require new development and specific customization of scripted applications.  

It is challenging and even unrealistic for libraries to invest resources in developing specific scripts 

for each collection in the digital repository, as well as spending the same amount of resources and time in 

organizing digital items and preparing metadata before automated programs can run the ingestion. Errors 

that occurred in the ingestion process will be identified and solved timely to streamline the process. 

Quality control and manual edits will still be needed at the final step of publishing each digital collection.  
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Given this environment, it is important for the library community to identify a better solution to 

address the concern for effective and quality metadata workflow. The solution needs to be user-friendly 

enough for paraprofessionals and student workers, as well as be applicable to all metadata schemas and 

digital repository systems. Working on a digital collection containing more than one hundred thousand 

newspapers that share the same metadata elements and similar metadata values, the authors were 

motivated to examine every component involved in the process of digital item publishing and metadata 

producing.  

 

PROPOSED SOLUTION 

Autofill, developed and recently updated by BitMess (2015) is a Web browser extension for 

Google Chrome and Firefox. Autofill is used to automatically fill out Web forms with a simple click in 

the browser toolbar. Although it was not developed for digital repositories, it works regardless of what 

digital repository systems are being used. Because the functionality and the set-up of the extension on 

both browsers are the same, the authors thus provided the tutorials for this extension on Google Chrome. 

In this specific case, the authors’ institution used DSpace as the institutional repository system to 

host several newspaper collections. The process is illustrated by screenshots of the operation on one of the 

biggest newspaper projects in the institution’s DSpace. In this newspaper collection, it usually takes the 

authors three minutes and 25 seconds to complete metadata editing for each digital item. After 

implementing Autofill the authors are able to complete one digital item within one minute and 20 

seconds, saving 60% of the time for each item. Using Autofill in the collection consisting of more than a 

hundred thousand digital times makes a significant difference in time saving. It also helps reduce the 

errors caused in manual workflow. The whole process from installing Autofill to executing the 

application, involves four steps. 
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Step 1: Install Autofill 

One can search Autofill in Chrome Web Store and install the extension to the local Google 

Chrome browser by clicking the top left green button “Add to Chrome” (Figure 1). 

[Insert Figure 1] 

FIGURE 1 Install Autofill to Browser 

 

Step 2: Create Template 

After installing the extension to the browser, Step 2 involves creating the template in Autofill. In 

order to do this, one needs to create a new digital item in DSpace, and create metadata to complete the 

editing. The template tool in Autofill tracks changes that are made on the metadata page in the 

implementing process, so any unchanged fields will not be recorded in the template tool. This feature 

actually helps maintain the original administrative metadata elements, such as “dc.date.accessioned,” for 

every digital item. One simply needs to go through the regular process as usual, editing existing metadata 

elements, adding new metadata elements, and updating it to complete the editing (See Figure 2).  

When finished adding metadata to the newly created digital item, activate Autofill by clicking the 

gray logo of Autofill at the URL address bar of the browser, then create a new profile in the dropdown 

menu and name it “Newspaper” (See Figure 2). By doing this, the new template that records all metadata 

behavior in the newly created item is saved as “Newspaper” in Autofill. Click “Create Autofill Rules” to 

finish the template creating process. 

[Insert Figure 2] 

FIGURE 2 Create Metadata Template in Autofill 
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Step 3: Configure Template 

Once the template has been created in Autofill, the next step – Step 3 – involves configuring the 

template to make it ready for use. Right click the Autofill logo at the URL address bar, and click “Option” 

into the template page where all recorded metadata elements and values are all filled in (See Figure 3). 

[Insert Figure 3] 

FIGURE 3 Configure Metadata Template in Autofill 

 

As shown in Figure 3, the edited and added metadata elements are all recorded in the template. 

Those machine generated and administrative metadata that are not be changed in the original digital item 

do not show up in the template. The template leaves the numbered positions for those unchanged 

metadata elements. When applying the template to all new digital items, those metadata will remain 

unchanged.  

In some of the metadata fields that do not hold a fixed value, one can mark them as edit-pending 

for later reference and editing. For example, in the case of the newspaper project the authors input “###” 

in those metadata elements for publication date, issue numbers, page numbers, etc.  

Before clicking the “Save” button, make sure to check the option “Overwrite non-empty fields” 

on the template page (Figure 3), which ensures those metadata elements that were originally generated but 

edited in Step 2 are overwritten with the correct value. Moreover, on the “Other Stuff” page, uncheck the 

option “Enable autofill delay” to streamline the process (See Figure 4). 

[Insert Figure 4] 

FIGURE 4 Uncheck “Enable autofill delay” 
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To conclude, the purpose of Step 3 is to make sure the metadata elements and values are all 

correctly recorded, and to mark out those metadata elements that need to be further modified, such as 

issue number or publication date, by inserting symbols. 

One can also create multiple templates in this step to reflect tiny differences of metadata values, 

and then select which template will be applied at the drop down menu at the bottom left. By doing this, it 

is easier to switch between metadata templates for specific collections. Or select “Unfiled” to stop 

applying any metadata templates. 

 

Step 4: Implement Template 

The final step is to apply the template to autofill metadata for digital items. Autofill is activated to 

overwrite the metadata elements based on the positions recorded. Every metadata change on the page 

activates Autofill to overwrite and refresh the page. 

Once the new digital item’s metadata editing page is open, Autofill will overwrite the updated 

information for some of the existing fields. However, the machine-generated elements that are not 

changed at all, such as “dc.date.accessioned” will not be overwritten. When adding new metadata 

elements, the values for those metadata elements will be automatically filled by Autofill. After adding all 

required metadata elements, one needs to go back to edit those fields with edit-pending symbols “###.” 

Click the “Update” button after completing the editing and exit the editing page. Any other new actions 

on the editing page will cause Autofill to overwrite the page again. 

Implementing Autofill to optimize the metadata workflow saves the authors 60% of time in one 

of the largest digital projects. There are still other functions in Autofill that can be customized in metadata 

workflows. Because the template in Autofill is not restricted by page changes in browsers, the authors 

were able to optimize the submission process through Autofill in DSpace by going through similar steps. 

The authors created multiple templates to facilitate the metadata implementation to other digital 
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collections too. More importantly, Autofill is a browser extension that is installed and executed in the 

Web forms of browsers, regardless of what digital systems are being used. Institutions using a different 

digital repository system than DSpace should be able to utilize Autofill to optimize the metadata process 

as well, though the configuring details might be a little different.  

 

CONCLUSION 

When discussing optimizing the metadata workflow or batch processing in digital repositories, 

most researchers usually focus on the scripted programs that can run on the system server. However, 

developing and executing such scripted applications could cost more in terms of financial and personnel 

resources than employing basic data entry. Granted, some libraries successfully implement open source 

scripts to their digital repository systems, but re-organizing the files and preparing metadata in 

spreadsheets need as much time as performing simple copy-and-pasting, not to mention customizing 

scripts for each different collection and de-bugging the scripts whenever error messages occur in the 

process.  

In order to optimize the metadata workflow, researchers need to examine the whole process from 

a greater perspective, and try to identify any steps that can be streamlined or technical components that 

can be improved. Researchers either need to design a method to streamline the workflow to reduce the 

processing time or discover an application that can be integrated into the back-end or front-end interface 

to improve the efficiency.  

Another restriction that imposes limitations on finding creative ways to use available technologies 

in the metadata batch processing is called functional fixedness, a term originating in Gestalt Psychology 

(Koffka, 1935), a movement in the discipline of Psychology that emphasizes holistic processing. 

According to Duncker and Lee (1945), functional fixedness is a “mental block against using an object in a 

new way that is required to solve a problem.” The famous cognitive performance test Duncker’s Candle 
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Problem measured the influence of functional fixedness on participants’ problem-solving capabilities by 

observing whether they explored creative ways to attach a candle to walls, using a box of matches and a 

box of thumbtacks (Duncker, 1945).  

In other words, the original purpose of the browser extension Autofill, used widely in other 

circumstances, limits one’s ability to use it to optimize metadata implementation at the front-end interface 

of a digital repository. When exploring technical tools for metadata creation, librarians seem to 

concentrate only on metadata tools instead of browser tools. This case suggests the fact that functional 

fixedness exist in digital library development and metadata implementation. The finding also indicates 

that there could be other areas of functional fixedness and solutions to the issues in the library profession 

once librarians examine workflows in all aspects from a holistic perspective.  
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